This paper reports on the highly secured information security architecture used by the KawalPilpres 2019 to escort Voting Commission (KPU) data entry. For the first time, a voting escort implements ISO 27001 compliance information security. As of 15 May 2019, 9550 volunteers reported 482,602 voting data of 336,445 voting booths, both in the country and overseas, through the micro-apps KawalPilpres2019. PeSanKita is used as a secure communication channel and to run micro-apps KawalPilpres2019. Double Ratchet Algorithm secures the channel. Different from other voting escort initiatives, KawalPilpres2019 uses (1) primarily C1 Plano photo, (2) no upload limit per voting booth, (3) no web upload, rather via PeSanKita Secured Platform. Behind the scenes, the verification process is done twice before displaying data to the publicly accessible monitoring web. The result is a robust voting escort system, difficult to hack and guarantee data integrity. Guaranteed security, availability, and data integrity are the main requirements for future eVoting systems.
Possible Errors and Attacks on the System
Errors and attacks can occur in many places, at various levels, such as at a voting booth at the time of data entry. Some errors may be incorrect writing of data, not suitable C1 Plano Photos, such as out of focus, blurred. C1 Plano photo was taken when the data is incomplete, such as lack of officer signature, voting booth info, district info. Other errors raised when there was a change in the number of voting booths cause by sudden additional voting booths. Besides, an attacker to the system may intentionally submit the wrong C1 Plano photo.
At a higher level, such as sub-district, district, province, during voting accumulation process, some errors/attacked may be incorrect writing of data. An attacker may intentionally damage the C1 Plano poster. Besides, an attacker may hack the network and communication channels [8, 9] . At the national level, some of the errors may be incorrect data entry. An attacker may make more elaborate attacks, such as an attack on communication channels [8, 9] , such as a MiTM (Man in the Middle) attack [10, 11] . Attacks on the monitoring web, such as command injection [12] , Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) [13, 14] , Cross Site Scripting (XSS) [15, 16] . Attacks on databases, such as SQL Injection [17, 18] .
Highly Secured Voting Escort Architecture Figure 1 shows the global picture of highly secured voting escort architecture used in KawalPilpres2019. While the backend architecture is more complicated as compared to the front end with a relatively simple user interface and processes. The front end section is basically, -Pantau Web Page-containing a summary of the accumulated voting result. From the web interface, one may drill down the data into a particular voting booth and obtain various data including the C1 Plano picture, voting booth information as well as the number of votes. -KawalPilpres2019 micro-application-allowing anyone who installs the application to participate in uploading the Voting data. One may upload many unlimited voting booth data. The KawalPilpres2019 micro apps reside in the PeSanKita Secured Platform.
There are several end-to-end secured chat approaches [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Whatsapp seems to have the largest user-based among end-to-end secured chat [24] . To meet the end-user comfortably level, the user interfaces design of PeSanKita Secured Platform similar to Whatsapp. Thus, for a common user, PeSanKita is relatively similar to the instant messaging or chat platform, especially Whatsapp. In this work, a PeSanKita Secured Platform has been extended not only to accommodate chat but also to run micro-applications [25, 26] . From the user point of view, a quite complex installation process, including a secure authentication process is apparent. PeSanKita uses SMS to authenticate a particular smartphone. Upon completion of the authentication process, the key pair is generated to secure the communication platform. The generated key is part of the Double Ratchet Algorithm (previously referred to as the Axolotl Ratchet [27] ) similar to Whatsapp [28, 29] .
Trevor Perrin and Moxie Marlinspike in 2013 developed the Key Management Algorithm [29] . The algorithm can be used as part of a cryptographic protocol for end-to-end encryption in instant messaging. After the initial key exchange, the algorithm manages short-lived session key updates and maintenance. This technique combines cryptographic ratchet based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange (DH) and ratchets based on the Key Derivation Function (KDF) such as, for example, hash functions and is therefore called double ratchet. The algorithm can self-healing that later known as Future Secrecy, or Post-Compromise Security. The backend process is much more complicated. The voting data submitted by KawalPilpres2019 volunteers is stored in a database. The database engine equipped with High Availability (HA) to ensure data availability and integrity.
Any uploaded voting data is not directly visible in publicly available pantau.kawalpilpres2019.id web page. To ensure the uploaded information is secured, the KawalPilpres2019 system carries out security testing to ensure the integrity of uploaded voting data is guaranteed. This process, in turn, removes any gap that enables other parties to change the uploaded voting data illegally. The verification tests are carried out by an independent team, which is a team outside the development team. Since the verification test carried out by a separate team, the tendentious nature is not present.
A rigorous verification process is carried out on a separate web application from the data entry system. Verification is carried out by trusted volunteers, called moderators. To be a moderator, users must get approval from a promoter and must complete data such as citizen ID and email address. The verification mechanism starts by providing random polling data for verification. The moderator can see the C1 Plano report from the voting booth. Since the submitted voting data can be more than one, the moderator may review and select the valid 2837 voting data. At least two moderators have to verify a particular submitted voting booth data to This approach is an implementation of dual control to minimize human error or fraud in the verification process. After at least two moderators validate the particular voting booth data, the system journalizes the voting booth data into tabulation data and ready to be displayed on the Pantau web server. The voting booth data that has been journal-ed does not go directly to the web server. The backend database server will hourly batch the tabulated voting data into the Pantau web server. The pantau.kawalpilpres2019.id web server is a static application with no database connection. Thus, there is virtually no security hole on the web server that can be used by an attacker to exploit the KawalPilpres2019 database. Automatic hourly batch processing was carried out to ensure that data on Pantau web is always updated. Besides, a manual batch process is still available if needed at any time.
Implementation of KawalKita2019
The activation of KawalPilpres2019 requires an additional authentication process. The authentication requires the use of a real name as written in the identity card. The authentication subject is the user, not the application, and, thus, only registered users can enter C1 Plano data entry at the voting booth (TPS) level. Authentication techniques use basic authentication with credentials in the form of randomly generated passwords (a combination of numbers and letters) to ensure a 'strong' password so that it is not easily broken into by a brute force attack. The whole installation and approval of KawalPilpres2019 take approximately 5-10 minutes depending on the speed of the Internet.
Since the system relies heavily on the authenticity of the voting booth data captured on C1 Plano, defense techniques against fake C1 Plano are essential. The system allows many submissions of C1 Plano for a particular voting booth to layered the defense. It is to say; one smartphone may enter data for many voting booths. However, one smartphone can only enter data for a particular voting booth once. With this technique, the moderator has much information to analyze fake C1 Plano data. In the end, fake data can be minimized.
In submitting the voting booth data, the micro-application KawalPilpres2019 uses HTTPS with an SSL certificate belonging to the backend service validated by micro apps to establish secure communication with the backend service. The actual communication process is connectionless, store and forward, process. Thus, KawalPilpres2019 requires minimal server resources even for handling many upload data connections. Shown in Figure 2 is the typical PeSanKita interface viewed by most users. It is relatively similar to Whatsapp and used mainly for chatting and group discussion. At the bottom right, the users may see a red dot "PILPRES", and it is the micro-application KawalPilpres2019 used to submit voting data into KawalPilpres2019 system. Most people may become volunteers in voting data submission via PeSanKita Secured Platform as PeSanKita is freely available both the Android Play store as well as the iPhone. Shown in Figure 3 is the main menu of the Kawal Pilpres2019 micro-application. The primary menu is the six dots at the bottom of the main menu. To see the summary of verified voting data accumulated at Kawal Pilpres2019, one can click the "PANTAU" menu which then redirects to Pantau Web page over the Internet. One may also invite friends to participate as a volunteer in gathering and uploading voting data in KawalPilpres2019 by clicking the "UNDANG TEMAN" menu. For voting booth data submission, one can click the "LAPOR" menu. To view the one's submitted data, one may click the "LAPORAN" menu. Figure 4 shows the menu after one click the "LAPOR" menu. The design of the voting data submission menu is simple enough to minimize any error done by the volunteers. First, one should upload the correct C1 Plano picture from either the smartphone gallery or take the picture directly. Most of the time, one will likely to submit the C1 Plano picture from the smartphone gallery. One may then enter the voting booth number at any time. The KawalPilpres2019 knows the maximum number of a voting booth at a particular location/village and is used as the maximum limit of voting booth number. The location information is pre-programmed via scroll down list. First, one has to select the province, then select the districts, then select the sub-district, and finally, the actual location or village. Thus, there is a small possibility for error in voting booth location as all information is pre-programmed as selectable list data. One may enter the voting data into the system after completed the voting the information. One submits the voting data for first candidate, second candidate as well as abstain. However, as a protection feature, the sum of a first and second candidate, i.e., the total legitimate voters, is calculated by the application, and is used for cross check with the uploaded C1 Plano picture. Thus, there is a small possibility for error in the sum of legitimate voters. 
Communication Flow During Voting Escort
As shown in Figure 5 stakeholders strengthens the public's trust towards the KawalPilpres2019. Communication media used are both one and two-way media. The one-way information delivery is via the Pantau web at https://pantau.kawalpilpres2019.id/ -to provide voting data for the public via the Internet. Two ways communication media via (1) Twitter @kawalpilpres, (2) PeSanKita +6217042019, and (3) Whatsapps +62818250475. Two-way communication is vital. Most people and communities want to get answers on many aspects of KawalPilpres2019 as well as other voting-related issues. Rapid answer via social media as well Whatsapp creates a comfortable environment and, thus, increases trust. Twitter is very instrumental in spreading general information to many people at once as well as holding a large scale group interaction. Twitter interaction can even match the group communication platform in interaction. All ultimately increases public trust towards KawalPilpres1919. An increase in the trust is apparent in a large number of volunteers, exceeding 9500 volunteers, who participate in KawalPilpres2019.
In the process, at first, many people on the Internet are monitoring the web https://pantau.kawalpilpres2019.id/ and generally compared to other voting escort initiatives as well as the national voting commission (KPU) data on the web. People typically start questioning the lack of data of their voting booth on Pantau web via Twitter, and Whatsapp. In response, Kawalpilpres volunteers may request the C1 Plano data if any as well as provide suggestions to upload C1 Plano voting data to the KawalPilpres2019 via PeSanKita available free from play store. If there is any error visible on the Pantau web, people typically mention via Twitter/Whatsapp. This message then passes to the moderators in the backend of the KawalPilpres2019 system to correct the information. The whole communication process, in turn, creates a solid foundation for trust in KawalPilpres2019. 
Results and Difficulties on the Ground
As of Wednesday 15 May 2019 00:00, a total of 9550 volunteers reported 482,602 data (C1 Plano vote picture or copy of the 2019 presidential election) of 336,445 voting booths (41.52% of total voting booths) in the country as well as overseas, through the micro-application KawalPilpres2019 in the PeSanKita application. With approximately 60 active moderators, KawalPilpres2019 ables to verified 89,646 of voting booth (TPS) data, 11.06% of the total national voting booths. These data are accessible through the Pantau web page. Some of the valuable lessons are (1) people need to be educated/socialized about the importance of the C1 Plano documentation especially for monitoring and escort process, and (2) the difficulty in verifying large amounts of voting data.
A standard on how to document to take the C1 Plano picture needs to disseminate. KawalPilpres volunteers found many incomplete photos of the C1 Plano form, such as no sign of the voting booth officer, picture from the wrong angle and make a truncated photo, unclear/blurred photos, or incomplete/incorrect voting booth (TPS) data. Verifying voting data is a time-consuming task, the 60 moderators with working hours of 12 hours per day are only able to check 3000 voting booth data/day or around four voting booth/hour/moderator. It is a lengthy process. As a result, within one month, the system was only able to verify 11.06% of the total 
In summary, trust is critical in any election process. Thus, it is crucial to secure the voting process during the election counting process. Micro-application KawalPilpres2019 demonstrates a secured and robust voting escort system for securing the voting counting process. The use of high-level information security architecture in the PeSanKita Secured Platform opens the possibility to implement such a robust voting escort system. Exceptional and responsive two-way communication via various channels helps increase the people's trust towards KawalPilpres2019 systems. Trust is the critical key for a success voting escort systems.
The authors want to suggest the election committee (KPU) and the election supervisor (BAWASLU) put extra effort in securing the input data, namely, C1 Plano. C1 Plano plays a vital role during the electronics vote counting process. The voting booth (KPPS) supervisors should participate in documenting/taking photos of the C1 Plano Form of the voting results on the voting day. Also, the authors strongly suggest using the electronic calculation system for highly secured information infrastructure for the efficiency and effectiveness of the whole voting system. Having an electronic voting calculation system in a highly secured information infrastructure, the voting commission may then perform an efficient upcoming voting process for more than 300 municipal and governor elections, as well as other government-people electronics interactions.
